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743 years after the Polos Marco Niccolò and Maffeo set off from
Constantinople for a quick jaunt along the Silk Road to Cathay to
call on Kublai Kahn, a namesake returns to Europe. The 21st-century
Polo is as much an explorer as the 13th-century ones, though of
seas not land. This one will – if Maritime Concepts & Construction
prevail – be as the earlier explorers: the first of many. I went to 
Hong Kong to see the final result of a project I had first seen mid
build ten months before at the Cheoy Lee yard in Guangdong.

The Explorer
Returns
A Polo comes back to Europe
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to give a coaster-like profile. In fact personally Marco
Polo’s profile is one of the more elegant I‘ve seen for a
while, offering a sleekness of line reminiscent of yachts
like Limitless yet here, somehow, without sacrificing
internal volume as a 473 GT attests. Forward of the
house the return of the bulwark evolves from near
vertical to around 60o offering an distinctive look both
externally  and internally with the frames. Capping rails
are in metallic silver paint so both low maintenance and
attractive. Another key to the layout and arrangement
was that word “privacy”. Achieving that mandated that
the bridge deck – except for the Navigation Bridge –
would be Roland’s private space, what he calls “a real
penthouse” (left-hand image, page 69).

Another option decided early on between client and
designer was a composite superstructure on a steel hull.
The latter, Ron feels, is logical for a world cruising
explorer and of the former said: “I pushed for this as 
I think it offers lower maintenance over 10 years and
somewhat easier creation of shapes”. I wondered if this
decision was made after choosing Cheoy Lee – a yard
experienced in such a mix – but this was not the case.
The original bid package didn’t demand a composite
structure also allowing quotation in aluminium. The
most radical technical feature – and one the owner
strongly favoured (something Ron calls “pretty gutsy”) –
was the yacht’s single-screw propulsion.

The thinking behind this is very logical even if
anathematic to the world of motor yachts. Single screw
is also much more common on sailing yachts (indeed at

smaller sizes I can recall feeling lucky to have one screw,
never mind two!); in common with many larger sailing
yachts, this is a CPP. Bizarre as the concept may seem to
motor yacht owners, single screw is normal for most
ships and fishing vessels. There the reason is of course
efficiency; a single screw arrangement is much more
hydrodynamically efficient than two and the capital cost
is of course lower. A second engine often offers less
than a few knots more and, anyway, many twin-screw
M/Ys make placing voyages on one engine only. 

That leaves the issue of redundancy and safety. Twin-
screw thinking goes: “Well we have a complete spare
propulsion system if one breaks down”. That is valid 
for cases of external damage to props and shaft or
machinery failure. However, when it comes to – for
example – an ER fire or flooding it is highly likely such
would disable all propulsion and power generation in the
ER. Twin-screw military vessels and indeed the new DYT
ship Yacht Express are designed as RP or Redundant
Propulsion vessels. They get round this risk by splitting
ER spaces longitudinally (or otherwise) into watertight
sections; twin-screw motor yachts don’t. Manoeuvrability
is of course much easier with twin FPP than single FPP,
allowing near perfect transverse ‘walking’. Marco Polo
though is fitted with a stern thrust and is designed to be
docked on thrusters alone; the main prop pitch can also if
necessary create walk to Port or Sbd. 

The key to easing single-screw redundancy fears lies
forward: a Schottel pump jet. Pump jets are not new 
on yachts; oceAnco’s Constellation used them aft for
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“YES, IT WAS A RISK,” ROLAND STURM SAID 
to me at the Royal Hong Kong Yacht Club. He was
describing building a motor yacht designed by a sailing
yacht designer in the PRC. The tense of the verb in 
his statement is important though; by the time we met,
the risks taken were already fully vindicated – clearly
illustrating that and only a few metres to our left was a
45-m yacht called Marco Polo.

Today more and more sailing yacht designers are being
commissioned – especially by experienced yacht owners
to design motor yachts. To see why the overall risk was
also perhaps less than might be imagined we need to
look back to 1991. In that year Ron Holland designed a
36-metre ketch for Roland; it would be named Globana
and at 36 metres was one of the larger sailing yachts of
the period. It was Albrecht Buchner who introduced
Roland and Ron; for the Globana  project he had major
input in the general concept and specification of that
yacht, something he would repeat some years later in
the pre planning and speccing of the Marco project.
Globana was, he said “a very innovative concept 
at the time; carbon fibre rigging, hydraulic sail
management, catalysers for generators, bow and stern-
thruster and CPP”. About Marco Polo he commented, 
“I was fortunate; Roland again gave me full freedom in
speccing the project a process that took nearly two
years. My general idea was make the yacht reliable, 
easy to maintain, economic, robust, redundant and 
user-friendly.” 

On launch he was manager and sometimes master of
Globana, sailing 80,000 nautical miles aboard. She was

built by Abeking and Rasmussen and in the following
decade, was cruised extensively to destinations like
Alaska, of which Roland enthuses extensively. When he
sold Globana he spoke with Ron about another yacht – 
a 60-metre Ron told me – but that did not eventuate 
and in fact Roland took some years respite from yacht
ownership. 

Deciding to go cruising again he “really would have
loved a sailing yacht”, Ron said, but Roland felt it better
for his cruising plans to have a motor yacht. He summed
up the main reason for that in one word: “privacy”. On
Globana or indeed any sailing yacht of 36 metres Roland
believes it’s near impossible to have his own space.
From Ron’s point of view, “I felt he was not looking for
a standard white Mediterranean-style motor yacht but
rather an explorer”. This was a pretty fair analysis.
Roland told me that his cruising plans include visiting
Antarctica, rounding the Horn, Patagonia, Chile and a
trip up the Amazon to Manaus on the fringe of the
Amazonian rainforest; there to attend a performance in
the Teatro Amazonas one of the more public splurges of
the wealth rubber vulcanisation who bought the town
before Far Eastern producers took the world market
from the Americas in the ’20s. 

Ron continued, “Roland liked what I had done on 
the 46-metre Delta Affinity, something with a bit of
workboat in its profile”. Ron presented two or three
concepts all in one particular style, the key to which is
having the ships boats and associated crew work take
place forward. This is not an extreme-aft look as in
Denship’s Turmoil(s) but relatively-aft and not so far as
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and Chiara visited very frequently and Mr Weifeng
Shao Bao – who had experience of yacht building in
NZ – visited every two weeks or so and relayed reports
and pictures to Ron, Albrecht and Roland.

Beyond hydrodynamic, propulsion and her interior
layout, another unusual aspect of Marco Polo is her
composite superstructure. When I spoke with Martin 
Lo the first thing he told me – surprisingly – is that the
superstructure is over engineered by around 30%. This
is not due to caution, rather to the somewhat archaic
approach Lloyd’s Register takes to classification of
composite structures. Unlike, for example, DNV who
will accept load case studies, LR’s sole criterion is
thickness, Martin said. Although over-engineered the
structure is not as heavy or expensive as that might
imply. This was, Martin told me, the result of a long-
standing 20-year partnership with High Modulus. 
High Modulus analysed the design to determine the

optimum material choices. The thickness requirement
initially suggested that chopped strand and roving
would be used for most of structure. 

However, the analysis showed multi-axial materials, a
thinner core and strategic use of infused carbon parts
would offer no cost or weight penalty. The major
benefit was that structure elements like deck beams
and mullions could be smaller. This, in turn, allowed
more openness and headroom, better matching Ron’s
vision. Ironically one of the original founders of Cheoy
Lee – Martin’s father – worked with LR to develop
those rules on composite construction back in the ’50s
and ’60s. 

The superstructure was produced on a female jig and 
is everything above the green part of the hull. This 
was only the second MCA project for the yard, but 
that caused them no issues; “though over 500 gt it
would”, Martin said, “have been much more difficult”.
At 473 gt Marco Polo sneaks in just below that magic 
or cursed figure.

I not only visited the yacht but also took a quick cruise
from the yacht club to Cheoy Lee’s old Hong Kong Yard
in West Kowloon. The yacht was easily manoeuvrable
off the dock and recovered her anchor (she was Baltic
moored) on thrusters alone and both quiet and stable 
in an admittedly gentle and unusually sunny Victoria
Harbour. The finish quality was extremely good in
technical spaces and externally the unusual silk finish
paint very effective. OK, one has to like the green (as 
it happens I do very much), but in any dark colour the
silk paint has a sheen rather than gloss that somehow
enhances the yacht’s profile, surface finish and hints at
purpose.

Roland's influence and involvement in the project 
were very intense (as they were too, Ron explained, on
Globana) and in no area more than the interior. Now 
a Hong Kong resident Roland is a lawyer who became
involved in hotel and property development. He

explained that on visiting a property he would test drive
all aspects of it as a guest and found many, many things
that just didn’t work; the bedside light switch you can’t
find in the dark, the towel rail so far from the basin that
you cover the floor in water on a voyage to the towels.
He brought this – along with 10 years’ cruising
experience – and his clear idea for a personal space 
to the interior design of Marco Polo. Even with all his
knowledge and input he confessed he did miss some
details – an expected comment from a self-confessed
perfectionist. 

The GA was created by Ron his team and now
freelancer Chiara Tombolini also designed the crew
accommodations. The balance of the interior is by KCA
International. The firm has 50 designers and has since
1998 been involved in land-based projects worldwide
including, unsurprisingly, many hotels; this is only their
second yacht. Perhaps because of that the result is a
strong and yacht-unconventional style statement. For
many the choice of interior materials: Macassar ebony
with contrasting walnut and limed oak with polished
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manoeuvring. What is different here – and mirrors
commercial ship installations – is that the pump is
driven directly by a diesel engine mounted in a forward
engine room completely isolated from the aft one. This
means that even total destruction of the aft ER would
not disable Marco Polo as – for making way – the pump
jet offers 6-knot forward speed in calm seas. A CPP
prop and hub are of course more complicated than FPP
with more things to go wrong than a FPP but if a blade
is damaged a CPP one can be replaced by a spare – even
underwater. In contrast a FPP must be entirely replaced
– very difficult underwater. Roland also commented that
for the next yacht – this to be first of a series of builds,
of which more later – he intends to install a small genset
in the fwd ER, ensuring that not only propulsion but
also limited hotel power is available in an emergency.

Ron’s hull design is designed for the heavy weather and
long-distance passage making that lie in the yacht’s

future. She has, he wrote, “… fine forward water lines
fairing into a low volume bulbous bow using the recent
experience of military vessels. It maximises the ability 
to penetrate rough water conditions with reduced
resistance and pitching moments, with the advantages 
of increased range. Soft mid sections and clean aft exit
lines work together to ease the hull through sea
conditions, no matter how extreme”.

In addition she has a substantial keel section which aft
is high enough to accommodate the aft thruster (middle
image). There are twin rudders on substantial skegs
protecting the prop and to a minor extent freeing the
screw’s water flow from obstruction. The rudders and
skegs are much bigger than normal on a M/Y of this
size. “More sailing-yacht thinking”, Ron explained.
“When Roland started taking about Patagonia, Cape
Horn and cruising like that I realised a large rudder 
area was needed for good course keeping running down
heavy seas”. The skegs and keel are also designed to
allow the yacht to be dried out in a harbour where tidal
conditions cause such. 

Having designed and developed a bid package it was
time to find a yard. Ron said: “We put the package out
to a number of yards in the mid price range in Europe
and USA.” So, I asked, the Far East was not initially
considered? He confirmed, “Correct, the China
connection came about through another project we
were working on with a gentleman who had been 
in textiles in China for many years.” He had done
extensive research on Chinese yards’ capability to build
superyachts and made an impressive presentation to
Ron, basically concluding that only Cheoy Lee had 
the overall capability to do so at that time. 

Ron had of course known of Cheoy Lee – including
their sailing yachts – and was sufficiently persuaded 
by the presentation to make a trip to China with
Albrecht, the Marco Polo project manager. It’s perhaps
less known that Cheoy Lee build a significant amount 
of commercial tonnage. When I visited the yard last year

to see Marco Polo in build I was shown tugs for Saudi
Arabia and the Panama, many with complicated
propulsion and deck machinery arrangements. Also,
perhaps significantly, Cheoy Lee Principal Martin Lo
told me they are also experienced in commercial vessels
with composite superstructures. It was their commercial
vessel building skill and aptitude coupled with the 90-
foot US-market-oriented production yacht that rapidly
persuaded Ron and Albrecht that Cheoy Lee were
serious contenders. While there, they also took a look at
a project based on a hull built by Raffles Yantai that
Cheoy Lee completed for a Singaporean client. 

Finally there is of course a significant cost advantage 
to building in the People’s Republic; the approximate
selling price of Marco Polo will be around $20m as 
of April 07. Finally, Roland met with Cheoy Lee and –
as Ron commented as something that is key to doing
business – he felt personally comfortable with the
Chinese builder. Although it was initially contemplated
– finally in another brave move there was no full time
and on-site Owner’s Representative or PM. Albrecht
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23-month build commenced it was clear that this was a
saleable design and concept at a good price. Certainly a
private owner’s deck – nor unheard of but rare at 45
metres – will appeal to many clients. During the final
year of build four or five potential purchasers sent
teams to Cheoy Lee to have a look, although none were
willing to commit to a contract before seeing the final
result. 

To my surprise the biggest stumbling block for many is
apparently the single screw; Ron confided that all bar
one of the potential clients rejected the concept. There
are of course twin-screw versions drawn so it’s not a
deal breaker, but it is rather a shame that so few are
willing to buy into an idea both technically sound and
offering the environmentally appropriate cachet that
today’s owners increasingly seek.

Capacity to start construction immediately may be as
compelling a reason as any other to build in China.
Roland told me of one near client who eventually
decided to build in Holland, the penalty for which was
completion in 2011. Ron commented that the 23-month
initial build was in part due to the need to evolve the
interior design but future builds will be complete in 
20 months. Another important issue for clients is the
fear of the financial risk of building in China; Ron
commented: “It’s true, there are legal financial risks 
to building there”, but he explained these have been
obviated by the use of MCC, a Hong Kong Company
which offers legally enforceable contracts and securities.

After my visit the yacht immediately sailed for
Singapore where they would – as they did at the
RHKYC – show the vessel to potential clients and
brokers. The passage was smooth and uneventful,
Albrecht told me by phone from Singapore. Master
Mark Rebuffe and his crew will bring the yacht – if
monsoon weather allows – to the Showboats rendezvous
in Monaco then MYS and FLIBS to promote the series.
Roland is considering – despite his extensive cruising
plans – on selling hull number one. He too was very
content with the passage performance, so much so 
that he immediately called Ron and Cheoy Lee, saying,
“Let’s get going with number two right away!” That’s 
a massive vote of confidence in his product, not to
mention a significant investment; though I think in
today’s market that he won’t find it hard to sell a spec
45-metre build yacht with Marco Polo’s various
advantages.

Tork Buckley
Photos by Neil Rabinowitz and Tork Buckley
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metal accents – not the interior itself though – may be
somewhat dark, though again it suited my taste. As with
some other yachts built in China there is an intentional
oriental influence or motif – not illogical also given the
KC of KCA is Ms Khuan Chew, British-born but of
Chinese parentage. 

It’s a delicate touch; the carpet has subtle circular
patterns based on the ‘Ryoanji’ Zen gardens. The – so
Chinese – colours of gold and red are present; but as
accents only. A mural of Marco – that boastful old 13th-
century Venetian explorer – greets visitors as they enter
the main deck. Rather than art there are many photos –
historical and modern – of China as decoration and
Eastern antique pieces (top) are surprisingly effective
and harmonious within a modern minimalist whole. 
The overall quality of guest and crew interior matches
best European quality levels. The interior was built 
by Decca along with in-house Cheoy Lee workers.
Decca is one of the top interior sub-contractors in the
Guangdong region and predominantly manufacture
hotel interiors. Of visiting Decca’s facility Ron
commented, “You would expect lots of workers and a
manual approach taking advantage of the low labour
rate, yet the reality was a facility that was full of
CADCAM and three-axis milling machines – all very
high tech”. The GA may be seen on Synfo along with
other specification data and extras.

There is accommodation for six guests in addition to the
owner’s penthouse with another space – a gym – which
may be converted into a cabin. The Master loses his
prime position on the bridge deck, but his cabin one
deck down to Sbd on main is as pleasant – indeed more
so – than many a bridge deck cabin I’ve occupied. The
galley is of generous size, nearly three-quarters of the
beam with proper plate-ing up and prep space and even
small desk for menu planning. Roland’s view is crew
need quality, comfortable accommodation: “After all,
they live aboard 365 days a year.” That is reflected by
two single-crew cabins that share a bathroom. (Why on
yachts such an arrangement is so uncommon is beyond
me!) Their mess is, for a maximum of eight crew, on a
large scale and all cabins are individually colour themed
by Chiara, making them jolly, bright living spaces. It
could be argued that if the yacht charters one more
cabin and a slightly smaller mess would be needed for
the extra service crew that a charter requires. But future
layouts are not cast in stone. 

As I alluded to earlier, Marco Polo is the first of a series.
To market and sell these Roland – a Hong Kong resident
– founded MCC Maritime Concept and Construction
(Hong Kong) Ltd. Was a series always planned, I asked
Ron? “No, I don’t think so, I guess it may have been in
Roland’s mind, but if so he didn’t share the idea”. Once
the first year of planning was complete though and the

To comment on this article, email issue85@synfo.com 
with subject: Marco Polo
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